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THE KINKS DEL SHANNON THE ZOMBIES DUSTY SPRINGFIELD

KINKS STAY WITH THAT EARTHY SOUND
THE KINKS

Al7 Day And All Of The Night; 1

Gotta Move (Pye 7N 15714).
THAT familiar earthy guitar

sound opens this follow-up
from the groups. They stick

almost exclusively to the "Really
Got Me" formula with the pounding
heat, muzzy vocal and atmospheric
delivery. A jerky song with lyrics
rather better than before. Obviously
a huge hit. Flip is a blues -styled
beater with everything following
standard patterns and the whole
disc becoming rather tedious to-
wards the end.

TOP FIFTY TIP

PAUL CONWAY: Don't Make Fun
Of Me; Now (Piccadilly 7N 35204).
An off -beat beat ballad with good
vocal work, but nothing outstand-
ing about the disc.
FIRST GEAR: Certain Girl; Leave
My Kitten Alone (Pye 7N 15703).
The old Ernie K -Doe number is
given a heavy treatment by the
group. Noisy but not commercial.
Gimmicky too.
THE SPENCER DAVIS GROUP: I

Can't Stand It; Midnight Train
(Fontana TF 499). One of better of
the British R & B groups and a
shreiking version of the Soul Sis-
ters U.S. hit. Plenty of noise, and
subtlety throw in. A bit too tune-
less for success though.
ROGER MILLER: Chug - A - Lug;
Reincarnation (Philips BF 1365).
"Bread and Butter" beat on this
interesting off-key country effort by
top U.S. hitmaker Miller. It's a
good song, and the performance is
impeccable. Could be a minor hit.
VARIOUS ARTISTES: Oh Pretty
Woman: Where Did Our Love Go;
She's Not There; Rag Doll; Is It
True; I'm Into Something Good
(Top Six 9). More good cover ver-
sions of hits all well performed
and all value -for -money.
THE NOCTURNS Carryin' On;
Three Cool Cats (Decca F 12002).
From 'Maggie May' comes this
loud and repetitive heat number
penned of course by Lionel Bart.
It's exciting and works up to a
climax. Performed quite well.
IVOR SLANEY & HIS ORCHES-
TRA: High Wire; Sacramento
(HMV P01' 1347). Orchestral item
here with a good loud swinging
sound and a rather off -beat ap-
proach. Could do quite well with-
out making the charts.
GARY MILLER: Aqua Marina;
Stingray (Pye 7N 15698). A smooth
slow ballad here from Gary with
an angelic female chorus behind
him. Pleasant tune and vocal but
rather a 'square' sound, even for
an adult song.

PETER'S FACES: Just Like Romeo
and Juliet; Wait (Piccadilly 7N
35205). A good swinging item here
with a good lyric, and some decent
arrangement from the lads. It's
tuneful enough to be a hit, and
tends to grow in appeal.

THE OTHERS: Oh Yeah; I'm Tak-
ing Her Home (Fontana TF 501).
A Bo Diddley number given a
raucous treatment by the R & B
inclined group. Good vocal and in-
strumental and loud enough to
attract attention.

AL MARTINO: Always Together;
Thank You For Loving Me (Capitol
CL 15362). Another gentle ballad
directly aimed at the Mums and
Dads here by Al. It's soft and
pleasant but won't make the
charts here.

KENNY NAPPER: The Big Noise;
Shy Boy (BF 1367). A big band
swinger here, with some interest-
ing sounds from all concerned.
Fast-moving and rather commer-
cial -it comes from the TV show
of the same name.

THE SUPREMES
Baby Love; Ask Any Girl (State-

side SS 350).
RUSH -released follow-up to their

pounding top fiver is a pretty
beat ballad with the girls on

top of their vocal form, and the
backing not as dominant as on
their last disc. The arrangement is
good, and if anything the vocal is
better. Tune is wholesome and the
whole affair should go racing up
the charts. But, dare we say it.
somehow it lacks the subtle magic
of their last one. Flip is a tender
ballad with some subtle vocal from
the girls. Not bad.

TOP FIFTY TIP

DEL SHANNON
Do You Want To Dance; This Is

All I Have To Give (Stateside
SS 349).

irrIE old Bobby Freeman Cliff
Richard hit is given a pound-
ing beat treatment via the vet

hitmaker who employs his usual
falsetto and vocal techniques. His
voice just about manages to be
heard over the noise, and of course
there's the familiar organ break
mid -way. Tuneful and danceable
this should hit it here too. Flip is
a slower gentler ballad with some
smooth singing from Del. and with
a chorus backing him up.

TOP FIFTY TIP

SINGLES IN BRIEF

THE TOKENS: He's In Town; Oh
Kathy (Fontana TF 500). The "Lion
Sleeps Tonight" team and a Four
Seasons inspired effort -it's a subtle
slow falsetto filled beater with
loads of appeal.
RAY MERRELL: Where In The
World; Share A Dream With Me
(Pye 7N 15709). Soft backing on
this tender adult -sounding slowie
with Ray sounding good. This
could do well considering similar
songs by Jim Reeves which have
bit the lists.
SAM BUTERA: Little Liza Jane;
Skinnie Minnie (Prima PR 1003).
A throbbing beats version of the
popular oldie. It's all good stuff
with powerful backbeat and excit-
ing vocal work.
THE JELLY BEANS: Baby Be
Mine; The Kind Of Boy You Can't
Forget (Red Bird RB 10 011). An
off -beat rather simple sounding
ballad from the hit U.S. team. The
lead singer sounds very much like
Dusty Springfield. It's a subtle
haunting sound with lots of appeal.
THE TEMPTATIONS: Why You
Wanna Make Me Blue; Baby. Baby
I Need You (Stateside SS 348).
Latest from the IT.S. hit group is
well up the charts there, and it's
a big brassy sound that isn't
quite up to their usual standard.
MEL TORME: I Know Your Heart;
You'd Better Love Me (CBS AAG
227). A swinging soft song from
Mel, with a pleasant lyric and
obviously aimed at the adult
mark.
THE BLUE ACES: I Beat You; I

Just Can't Help Loving You (Pye
7N 15713). A bubbling beat number
here with a clever sound from the
group. Unusual vocal and backing
with some good shuffle beat
sounds.
FRANK WILSON & THE CAVA-
LIERS: Last Kiss; That's How
Much I Love You (Fontana TF
505). Oh so sick! Frank tells us
he's gotta be good, so he can join
his late girl -friend in Heaven when
he dies. She was killed driving
with Frank by the way.
JAY & THE AMERICANS: Come A
Little Bit Closer; Goodbye Boys
Goodbye (United Artists UP 1069).
A Spanish -styled number from the
top U.S. team. There's a build -and -
build sound, and the whole sound
is rather reminiscent of Roy Orbi-
son. Quite exciting.
JUNE BRONHILL: I Know Now;
You've Only To Love Me (HMV
POP 1349). From the show "Robert
And Elizabeth" comes this big -
ballad with lots of appeal. It's
tuneful and well performed.
JOHN BOULTON: Marie; Stardust
(Decca F 11998). Sounds rather like
the Herb Alpert Tijuana Brass
this. It's a Latin -flavoured band
effort with a decent tune and
thumping beat.

THE SOUL AGENTS: The Seventh
Son; Let's Make It Pretty Baby
(Pye 7N 15707). Guitar and organ
Provide the bluesy intro to this
commercial R & B styled beater
which stands a good chance of
chart success. Earthy and well
performed.
GLORIA ROMA: I Didn't Know
What Time It Was; It Hurts Me
So (Decca F 12001), There's a
loud sound on this raucous off -tune
version of the oldie. Plenty of
shreiks from the backing group,
and an overall noisy sound.
RON GRAINER: The Girls That
Boys Dream About; Robert and
Elizabeth (HMV POP 1348). A
throbbing orchestral item with a
Pleasing tune and subtle delivery.
Good stuff for late -night listening
and very well performed.
LORNE GIBSON: The Girl That I

Loved; Don't Go Near The Indians
(Decca F 12005). The Popular song-
ster and a warm shuffle -beat ballad
with some tender lyrics and inter-
esting hacking and arrangement,
with fair tune. Could do quite well
without making the charts.

THE PRETTY THINGS
Don't Bring Me Down; We'll Be

Together (Fontana TF 503).
NOT only do the Pretty Things

look like exaggerated Rolling
Stones -that's what they sound

like too. It's a pounding tortuous
vocal, with loads of R & B flavour
and shouting vocal. Harmonica and
jerky guitar beat with pounding
drum work setting the whole item
off. Quite a good tune and the per-
formance is impeccable. Flip is a
slower item with clever guitar work
and a subtle blues flavour running
through the number. Jimmy Reed
flavoured and a good flip.

TOP FIFTY TIP

THE SNEEKERS: I Just Can't Get
To Sleep; Bald Headed Woman
(Columbia DB 7385). Some interest-
ing guitar work on this item, which
is a usual -styled group number
without any originality.
MR. ACKER BILK: Dream Ska;
Always (Columbia DB 7380). An
almost oriental sounding clarinet
item here with familiar blue beat
chugging softly away in the back-
): ,Ind. It's a decent enough tune
and performance but perhaps we've
heard it all before.
THe, FEDERALS: Twilight Time;
Lost and Alone (Parlophone R
5193). The old Platters hit is given
an almost brash delivery by the
group. It's a medium pace big
ballad with an ultra -familiar tune
but it's not really in any current
idiom.
BEVERLY JONES WITH THE
PRESTONS: Heat Wave; Hear You
Talking (Parlophone R 5189). The
big U.S. hit for Martha and The
Vandellas is given a raucous treat-
ment via the lass who really gets
to town on the bluesy appealing
commercial delivery. Organ helps
things along.
WILLIE MITCHELL: 20-75; Secret
Home (London HLU 9926). An in-
strumental here -one of the sax -led
variety and it's high up in the
U.S. charts. Rather like the Mar -
Keys and quite danceable too.
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THE ZOMBIES
Leave Me Be; Woman (Decca

F 12004),
TytHE off -beat beatsters and a
1 gentle medium pace ballad

with some good soft vocal work
which occasionally reaches drama-
tic heights. Pleasant guitar and
vocal with a definite grow -on -you
flavour, and of course that simple
uncontrived sound that put "She's
Not There" well up in the charts.
Flip is faster and features some
prominant guitar backing, and a
wilder vocal, although the song
probably isn't .as likeable as the
top side.

TOP FIFTY TIP

THE FOUR PENNIES
Black Girl; You Went Away

(Philips BF 1366).
THE Huddle Leadbetter number

is given an exciting and
tuneful treatment by the popu-

lar team, who are supported by a
jangling guitar and heavy drum -
work. It's different certainly and a
sound that hasn't yet made our
charts. But this almost plaintive
folk -blue number should do it, and
could be their biggest since
"Juliet," as there's a compulsive
something about it -certainly well
performed. Flip is an original of
the Pennies, and it's a beat ballad
with a flowing flavour and some
good vocal work.

TOP FIFTY TIP

DIANA DORS: So Little Time; It's
Too Late (Fontana TF 506). A

.rather breathy, big or c h e s t r a
sound from Diana and the Les
Reed orchestra. It's a good song
with more than a touch of subtlety
in the delivery by Diana. Probably
too much out of the teen groove
to hit it though.

THE MONGRELS: I Long To Hear;
Everywhere (Decca F 12003). A
soft gentle ballad with lots of ap-
peal, and it's impeccably per-
formed. Lyrics are a bit on the
walk 'n' talk kick though.

DUSTY SPRINGFIELD
Losing You; Summer Is Over

(Philips BF 1369).

Aslow
meaningful ballad from

Dusty here with of course an
absolutely superb vocal sound.

The strings enhance her voice and
from a slow soft opening the song
develops into a stronger powerful
item. The crescendo is reached
and Dusty finishes in a welter of
emotion. Obviously a great hit.
Flip is the song recorded by Frank
Ifield as his latest top side. It's a
folksy bluesy ballad with some
typical vocal sounds from Dusty.

TOP FIFTY TIP

DEAN MARTIN
The Door Is Still Open To My

Heart; Every Minute Every Hour
(Reprise R 20307).

ANOTHER corny oldie from
Dino here, with a great solid
drumbeat and plenty of senti-

mental vocal work from Dean.
who is supported by a heavenly
chorus. The familiar song, and
syrupy treatment will doubtless be
lapped up by all Mums and Dads,
but this won't click with the
teeners. Flip is in a very similar
vein, except in a gentler type of
mood. Again Dino is in fine vocal
form.

TOP FIFTY TIP

RICHARD ANTHONY
A World Of My Own; Every

Hour And Ev'rywhere (Columbia
DV 7383).

LATEST from Richard Anthony
is sung in English and fea-
tures Richard's romantic voice

set against a background of strings,
and a heavy slow heat. It's the
type of number that grows on you,
and the popularity of this bloke is
so immense that it should make a
small dent chart -wise. Good lyric
too. Flip is a shuffle beat number
at about the same tempo. Not bad,
but not as commercial as side one.

TOP FIFTY TIP
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